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Fair House Villas & Spa is the ideal choice for those seeking simplicity in a modern Thai style setting, beautifully located in tropical surroundings by the sea. The hotel features a total of 72 lavishly designed Thai style villas and suites in various configurations to meet all different requirements. Enjoy personalized service, romantic atmosphere, exciting activities, fabulous gastronomy and true traditional revival. The resort is located in the close proximity from Samui International Airport and Chaweng Beach – the center of Samui, which is only 15 minutes away.












About us

Fair House Villas & Spa features villas and rooms on a vast property which never feels crowded. Guests can enjoy our facilities such as a double tier swimming pool with swim-up pool bar, a beach front restaurant with lounge and bar, a unique organic spa concept, ocean view fitness center among other attractions
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Review







Unforgettable Getaway at Fairhouse Villas, Koh Samui

 10/10 100% 


Fairhouse Villas in Koh Samui is an amazing resort with different types of rooms to choose from. Our favorite was
the spacious pool villa, which had multiple rooms, a kitchen, and a private pool overlooking the beach.
We spent our days enjoying the pool, sipping on drinks, and snacking on delicious treats. The resort also had a common area
with another pool and a restaurant that served tasty food. We had a wonderful dining experience and enjoyed the
variety of dishes offered. One of the highlights of our stay was the relaxing spa experience. The peaceful atmosphere and
skilled therapists made us feel completely rejuvenated. Fairhouse Villas is truly one of the best resorts in Koh Samui,
providing an unforgettable getaway. With its comfortable accommodations, delicious food, and a serene spa,
it offers everything you need for a remarkable vacation.








Savvy Fernweh

en29 Jun 2023
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It was such a stunning property and...

 10/10 100% 


Positive: It was such a stunning property and the garden house villa which we stayed in was
beautiful and so comfortable. The pool and all the staff were amazing and so attentive. Would 100% recommend.








Louise from Ireland

en07 Jul 2023
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Do not hesitate to book! Best resort ever!

 10/10 100% 


Positive: This is by far the most incredible place I’ve ever stayed.
The pool villa was extraordinary! Such a gorgeous bathroom with a huge bathtub.
The villa was always so clean. We loved the villa pool, it was about hip height,
whilst we are good swimmers we understand the safety reasons for keeping the pool shallow and
it did not bother us at all - it was great! The main pool/bar area was also so much fun,
we loved the sunset happy hour with live music. The breakfast buffet was
the best we’ve had - so many options and all so delicious. The staff were so helpful too,
the airport transfer, day trip booking and taxi booking services were so convenient and easy.
The hotel is on a beach which allows you to hire paddle boards and kayaks which we loved,
it was a gorgeous view. Whilst not near the main area of Koh Samui, we would always choose this
resort over any hotel in the main area. Being away from the crowd allows you to relax and unwind.
Fisherman’s village was only a short taxi ride away which was great for restaurants and shopping.
You have to get around by Taxis or a ride share app, you cannot walk - we tried! The hotel also offer car and
bike hire for a reasonable price. We loved our stay and cannot wait to come back. Negative: Nothing!.








Jacqueline from Australia

en07 Aug 2023
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Really very good

 10/10 100% 


Everything is wonderful. The environment, food, sea view, sunset and location, everything is good.








Xiaojiao from China

en26 Jun 2023
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Beautiful and peaceful resort!! We...

 10/10 100% 


Beautiful and peaceful resort!! We really enjoyed our stay at the oceanview suite.
Large spacious room with a large balcony with a jacuzzi bath outside where you can enjoy the amazing ocean view.
The entire park with the villas and suites is very beautiful and natural and very well maintained.
Everything looks perfect. Very nice restaurant with great breakfast directly at the beach.
The staff is very kind and friendly and helpful. We had a great time and enjoyed the beautiful location.
At night the park looks almost like a ferry tale with the beautiful lights placed along the pathways.
Unfortunately we only stayed 3 nights as we continued traveling but we definitely consider returning for a long time next year.
We are gratefull to even have received a free transfer to the airport and we were brought there by the staf with a van from the resort.
All in all we had a great experience!! Just as a note, we recommend to rent a motorcycle when you stay here as the location is a bit away
from the main road. With a motorcycle it's easy to get around and it's about 10 minutes to the Fisherman's village with the night market on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Recommend to visit, the market is great and there are many nice shops and restaurants over there.








Paul Siebeling

en25 May 2023
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39 Moo 1 Maenam Beach, Koh Samui 84330, Thailand

T. +66 77 429000,
 M. +66 (0) 83 590 8043 
Fax +66 77 429099 

E-mail : [email protected]
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All Room Type
Garden Villa 
Seaview Garden Villa 
Sunset Suite
Ocean Suite
Two Bedroom Garden Villa
Pool Villa
Beachfront Pool Villa
Two Bedroom Beachfront Pool Villa
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